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Davis Withdraws fro01 Final List
Of Oregon Chancellor Candidates
Manuel Franco
University of New Mexico
President William E. "Bud" Davis
Monday withdrew from consideration for the chancellorship of
the Oregon State Higher Education
System.
A prepared statement by Davis
said, ''I have been informed by the
president of the Board of the
Oregon System of Higher
Education that they have not
reached a final decision regarding
selection of a new chancellor for the
system and that they have deferred
any decision for at least a week.
Under these circumstances, I have
requested that my name be with·
drawn from consideration and I am
no longer a candidate' for the
position.
"I appreciate the courtesies
extended to me during my visit to
Oregon. But I am happy to be back
in New Mexico."

whole-hearted support of the
board."
Davis said that as far as he knew,
no decision has been macle
regarding the board's first choice,
George Weathersby, Indiana
Commhsioner
for
Higher
Education. The board is still
negotiating with Weathersby.
Davis was one ot three finalists to
replace Roy E. Lieuallen, who is
retiring after 21 years as chancellor.
The other candidate is George
Rainsford, president of Kalamazoo
College in Michigan.
Ann Portal, reporter for the
Oregon Daily Emerald, said
negotiations with Weathersby are
expected to continue this weekend.
Marvin D. "Swede" Johnson,
UNM's vice president for student
affairs, alumni relations and
development said, "I feel good
about" Davis' return.
"As long as he's president of
UNM, we're going to make excellent progress," Johnson said.
"We've got a lot of unfinished
things around here that involve
President Davis and I think they're
going to get done now.

Davis said in an interview that he
made his decision after receiving
the phone call from Oregon at
about 4 p.m. Monday.
"I didn't wish to be considered
any longer," Davis said. "I've got
tP set back to ~Qrk .._.I'm Proud of
the University of New Mexico and
the things we are doing here.,.
The Oregon chancellorship
Anne Flne,.n. • vo/untNr, end M•rvln Stephens. • KUNM disc "would have been a interesting job
jockey better known •• Sev•nth Son. boogie to some tuna during because it is on a different
professional level," Davis said.
KUNM's ..frlend,.lser. •• Thest•tion ,.l..dl30,9121n pledga.
"Whoever goes there will need the Valerie Gerard

"I think Oregon certainly did not
use very good judgement in the way
they handled the search," he said.
"I think it's another indication of
how the .lay boards of higher
education in this country continue
to create situations that are totally
unnecessary.
"Unless they're prepared to
change the whole scheme of higher
education in Oregon~ that's what
Weathersby wants - they are faced
now with losing their top two
candidates
by
just
inept
management," Johnson said.
"And I think somewhere,
somehow the (higher education)
governing boards of the .country
failed to exercise their responsibilities in a way that they had to
hire a professional staff/' Johnson
said. ''That's business as usual for
these governing boards.''
"As far as I'm concerned, their
ineptness is good for New Mexico
and UNM.'' he said.
HJ'm delighted that he (Davis) is
going to stay. I think it's great for
UNM that be is not going," he said,
"but what a way to waste a lot of
time."

KUNM Drive Surpasses
Goal; Collects $30,972

New President Selected by ASNM
"'-!

director,'' Dempsey said. uaut
when we did get together and made
The Assaciated Students of New statements to improve ASNM,
Mexico have removed ASUNM ·Mike was not responsive, not
President Mike Austin as ASNM willing to listen."
director and elected the New
i'l sometimes lhink Mike took it
Mexico Highlands student body (the criticism) too personally. He
president, Sandy Trujillo, to didn't take it constructively," said
replace Austin.
ASNM Treasurer Dean Reed,
ASNM AsstKiate Dir~tor Jim student body president at Western
Dempsey, the New Mexico State New Mexico University. "But I
University student body president, don't think anybody was out to get
said Sunday . that an executive anybody."
session of ASNM elected Trujillo
Austin said Sunday he did not
after Austin f;tiled to attend the
attend the ASNM meeting because
meeting.
Dempsey said the tension within ''I didn't want to be abused
ASNM increased when a committee anymore. I'm only so tolerant. I
made recommendations on how to don't have to cross the state to get
improve next year's ASNM abused, I can call my enemies
Convention and "Mike was. not here."
Austin was asked
resign. by a
willing to listen. He took it kind of
unanimous vote of the AS-NM
personaL"
i'We felt Mike did a good job as member schools during the ASNM
Manual Franeo

to
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Editor Applications Sought
·For New Mexico Daily Inbo

,

publications board. The applicants
should have "writing and editing
Applications are being accepted abilities and a sense of news," he
through March 31 for tlie 1982·83 said.
New Mexico Daily Lobo editor.
·
I tis a payed position. Appli~ants
Applications are being accepted
by Maryanne cutter in room 131 of need not be_ work study qualified.
Marron Hall. ·
l
Candidates will go before the
Applicants · must be fuU-time UNM Student Publications Board
students at the University, and have for· the first interview April 3. The
some knowledge of the equipment new editor will be selected April 9
used at the newspaper, said Bob and will assume the position April
Lawrence, chairman of student 19.

Convention held Jan. 30 and 31 at
UNM.
Following the convention, Austin
sent a letter of resignation to
ASNM, he said, which he has
copies of.
Both Dempsey and Reed said
they did not receive Austin's letter
of resignation and heard of no one
who has.
Austin said he tried last week to
call ASNM AsstKiate Director Jim
Dempsey, who is the student body
president at New Mexico State
University, and infonn D!:mpsey of
his resignation, but was not able to.
Austin said he feels the other
ASNM members are dissatisfied
with UNM because ''we're the
biggest school. It's kind of
traditional. It's not because of the
job I did. My record speaks for
itself.''
:
•iMaybe they're unhappy, but
they;ve never told me and have
never brought charges against me,''
Austin said.
11
We begged artd begged them for
input on the convention. We tried
to take .input from them all yeat',''
Austin said. "But nobody did
anything eKcept us. And then they
attacked everything at the tort·
vention.
;;Unfortultately, We're dealing
with people jealous of my position
and jealous of my authority,''
Austill said.
"lf it (the ·other · school's
criticism) had been constructive
criticism; I would have been
gracious in hearing them," Austin
said. "'Btit they had no intention of
doing so.
"We're very established and that
contlnuetl on pege 3

11

and staff members of the station.
The fundraiser, which has been
KUNM.FM ended its fundraiser in the planning stage for the past six
Monday raising $30,972, $15,972 months, was meant to be •tas low.
overtheir original goal of$15,000.
key as possible, as sincere as
u1 am overwhelmed with the possible. We didn't want to be put
quality of support," Terri in the bind .of having to offer
MacKeigan, develppment and totebags and things irt exchange for
promotions director for KUNM, support," MacKeigan said.
~d.
Sh
~th
'
"We were planning to have two ~~at .. e ~ommumty respon~e
fundraisers this year," she said. w~ . really mce for the on:atr
"Since we have done so well on this . people, because the~ started gettmg
one, l think we will only go for one a real sense of t~ear value, rather
and plan some other event, maybe that.' peopl~ who JUSt c:all them up
an auction or'concert.''
durmg a shaft.
11 With
Various campus organizations
this tremendous comand listeners volunteered time munity support we r-;n show other
answering phones to accept institutions that we have a strong
pledges. LtKal businesses donated listenership and prove it/'
food and drinks for the workers MacKeigan adds.

Reagan Visit Planned
To Aid Schmitt Rally
President Reagan will be in
Albuquerque today for a partisan
speech on behalf Of Sen. Harrison
Schmitt, R•N.M., a ont-time
moon-walking astronaut who is
seeking re-election to a second
te~.
·
The president's Albuquerque
stopover is expected to iast about
an hour and a half. It will include a
closed-door fundraising session
with SChmitt backers and a speech
20 minutes later at a Schmitt rally at
the Albuquerque Convention
Center.
The Schmitt rally won't be the
only one. ill the downtown area
Tuesday.
An umbrella of organizations,
known collectively as Groups
United ·Against Reaganisnt, wiU
hold a two-and·a·half hour rally
near the Convention Center.

The organizers said Monday their
rally is designed •ito voice growing
opposition to President Reagan and
his continued axing of social
programs and increased military
spending. u
,.,
Leaders of the community and
student groups say they oppose the ,
administration's "cutbacks in
educational programs, attacks on
labor 1 the elimination of equal
rights, civil rights and women's
rights,. the increasingly real threat
of nuclear war and the destruction
of the environment.''
The president's Albuquerque
visft wilt follow an earlier stopover
at Cheyenne, Wyo.
Reagan is expected to kave
Albuquerque
around
mid·
afternoon Tuesday for a flight to
los Angeles.
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Declining Economic Indicators Attributed to Bad Weather
WASHINGTON
The
government >aid Monday its most
sensitive economic barometer, the
leading indicators, pointed down in
January for the ninth consecutive
month, but the aclministration said
a spring recovery is still possible.
The
Commerce Department
reported its composite index of
leading economic indicators for
January declined 0,6 percent, but
only after the department took the
unprecedented step of excluding
one of its components - a sharp
decline in the average workweek
influenced to a large extent by bad
weather.
Without the special adjustment,
the index would have plunged by
2.8 percent, the worst drop in over
seven years.

In addition, December was
revised to show a 0.3 percent
decline, instead. of a 0.6 percent
improvement.
Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Baldrige, who with other ad·
ministration flgures has been
promising an economic up(urn this
spring, insisted this still could come
true.
"The fact that the indicators
were oo the minus side in January is
not inconsistent with forecasts of a
second-quarter recovery in the
economy," he said.
But Baldrige added a warning
that seemed to reflect a new uncertainty about the economy's
immediate future. "The actual
coul'$e of acthity will be heavily
influenced by the trend in interest

rates," he. said.
Although .lower than last year's
peak, the current prime rate, the
widely followed benchmark for the
cost of money, is stili up by threequarters of a point since the
beginning of this year.
Reagan economic adviser Alan
Greenspan said in a CBS interview
Monday that "while the recession is
not deepening, there is very lin.le
evidence that it's about to tum

up."
The Commerce Department's
chief economist, Robert Ortner,
said the indicators are gi\ing
ambiguous signals except for the
message the "economy isn't
booming yet."
Ortner defended the exclusion of
one of the 10 available leading

indicators for January. He said the
overall index was designed to
foreshadow future trends that will
be little influenced by past weather
aberrations.

"It is not very helpful for people
foil owing business developments to
see it bouncing all around because
of the weather," he said.

who directs a firm that heipecl
pioneer tllc concept of leading
indicators, Statistical Indicator
Associates of North Egremont,
Mass., also disagreed with the
government's approach.

"When all is said and
done ... you're not going to have
a picture of what has happened,
especially at this time when the key
Private economist Michael Evans thing is to get what the distortions ·
disagreed with the adjustment, really are and try to get at those
saying simp!}', "You can't do distortions," l!e said.
that." Evans said not all of what
The head of the Chase
was excluded was weather-related,
and that even after compensating Econometrics forecast firm,
fot factory absenteeism, the Lawrence Chimerine, said of the
January figure "is a reasonable change, "I'm not sure it's a good
amount of evidence the recession is precedent. I guess their .logic was
that it would scare people" not to
getting worse."
Economist Leonard H. Lempert, change it.

Case Closed on 23 Atlanta Slayings after Williams Trial
ATLANTA
Investigators
~losed the books Monday on 23 of
Atlanta's slayings of young blacks,
saying they belie1•ed convicted killer
Wayne Williams was responsible
for all of them.
Public Safety Commissioner lee
P. Brown also announced that the
special police task force that in·
vestigated the string of killings once numbering 100 officers would be dismantled within a week.
Williams, a black 23-year-old
freelance photographer and wouldbe talent scout, was sentenced to
two consecutive life terms Saturday
for killing Jimmy Ray Payne, 21,
and Nathania! Cater, 27. They were
two of the 28 victims whose deaths
during. a 22-month-.long reign of
terror were investigated by the task

force.
Testimony linked Williams to 10
additional slayings, including one
that was never added to the list of

28.

Brown, flanked by more than 20
Atlanta-area pros~cutors and law
enforcement officials, told a news
conference the files on the 23 cases
were being closed because he
believed Williams commhted the
killings.
"These cases are cleared on the
basis of evidence," Brown said.
"The evidence we have includes
fiber evidence but (also) other
evidence as well."
The commissioner would not
elaborate on the additional
evidence.
The 23 cases include the stabbing

death of 28-year-old John Porter,
whose case was never officially
added to the task force list.
Brown said seven cases would
remain open. They include Edward
Hope Smith, Angel Lanier,
laronya Wilson, Milian Harvey,
Jeffery Lamar Mathis, Patrick
Rogers and Darren Glass, who still
is listed as missing.
Among those who joined Brown
at the news conference were ·Fulton
County District Attorney Lewis
Slaton, DeKalb County District
Attorney Robert Wilson and
Atlanta FBI Chief John Glover.
Slaton,
who
prosecuted
Williams, and Wilson said they
would seek no further .indictments
against him.
AI Binder, Williams' lead defense

Introducing Our New

Chicken Sandwich

~·

..

Williams was placed by witnesses
attorney, vowed to keep alive the
investigation into at least two of the with seven of the 28 victims,, but
deaths. He said Williams was Slaton disclosed Monday he knew
''anxious to get on the with the of at least two other victims with
appeal and he does have a couple of whom the defendant had been seen.
good points he thinks he can raise.'' The victims were Timothy Hill and
Binder said he thought the Eddie "Bubba" Duncan.
defense was hurt by Judge Clarence
The district attorney also said he
Cooper's decision to allow the
had "associaiion" evidence directly
prosecution to introduce evidence
linking Williams to the death of
on the 10 murders With which
Michael Mcintosh, the 25th victim
Williams was not charged, and he
in the string of killings that
would use this as a basis "for an
terrorized Atlanta for nearly two
appeal.
"We were prepared for two years.
Slaton indicated he expected little
murder charges,'' said Binder. "We
were forced to wheel around. resistance to closing those cases in
which Williams was linked by
Obviously, we didn't do too well."
He said the defense would textile fibers and actual sightings.
Williams denied ever meeting any
continue to probe at least two of the
of the victims.
deaths.

Brezhnev Hai& Martial Law;
Pledges Support for Poland
MOSCOW - Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev Monday gave his
personal support and pledges ofaid
to the martial law regime in Poland
and Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski
promised "Poland will not
abandon the road of socialism.''
Brezhnev committed the Soviet
Union to continue its economic
bailout of Poland and warned the
socialist world will not permit
another challenge like the one
posed by the Solidarity trade union.
The meeting between Brezhnev
and the visiting Polish premier their first since martial law Oec. 13
- produced a clear-cut agreement
that Jaruzelski's decision to ban
Solidarity and intern its leaders was
the right one.
"Had the communists given way
to the counterrevolution, had they
wavered under the furious attacks
by the enemies of socialism, the
destinies of Poland, stability in
Europe and. in the world at large
would have been jeopardized,"
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ENROLL NOW

Brezhnev, 75, said at a Kremlin
banquet.
"The bitter lessons of what has
happened are something to learn
from," the Soviet leader said.
"And communists know how to
learn.
"Let no one hope that socialism
will not defend itself. rt \vill. And
with all resolution," Brezhnev
declared at the dinner.
In his return toast, Jaruzelski
admitted that turning Poland into a
military-ruled nation and jailing
Solidarity leaders was a hard
choice.
"It was difficult for us to make
these decisions," he said, adding,
"Time confirms their correctness.
Stabilization is setting in. But the
struggle continues."
He gave no indication that the
martial law decrees would be lifted
in the near future.
It was clear, however, that both
he and Brczhnev were pleased with
the results of their afternoon
discussions.
The Soviet president said, "We
helped socialist Poland the best we
could and we shall continue helping
it. These arc not just words.''
In turn, Jaruzelski effusively
thanked the Soviet Union and
prorniscd,
•'Poland will not
abandon the road to soci:i.lism."
Jar\lt.clski, 011 his first trill out of
Poland since Dec. 13, came to win
guarulltces that Kremlin economic
aid, especially food and oil, would
coillinuc to be pumped across the
border.
Brczhncv spoke of increased
cooperation in the future,
Stlccificully mentioning broadening
Polish·Sovict agricultural ties.
A WcMcrn diplomat who has
clllscly followed the rise at1d fall of
Solidarity snid Brczhnev's speech
was n mnjor dcclt\rrttimt of faith in
.laruzclski.

Church Serves Student Community
In. Areas of Practical Theology
Richard L. Drinon Jr,
"Alternative life style is our
offering - no arm twisting, no
scouts for Jesus," says Jim Lenfestey of St. Thomas of Canterbury
Episcopal Church.
Lenfestey, 30, is a member of the
church's board of directors a,nd an
UNM graduate student.
The church, located at 425
University Blvd. NE, provides an
established comm11nity worship, a
hostel, a lunch program and gives
away at least 10 percent of its
budget to the community's needs.
The .church is made up of
community members rather than
just students, Lenfestey says.
"We don't offer many youth
programs, but we do have. com-

munion," he says, HDojng com..
munion is something all Christians

doing something.
"The people run the church. The
priest is there to do the sacraments.

The church is looking for a new
priest, but is still running un the
community built by its former
priest, the Rev. Wi\jiam Crews.
The church is now running by
itself, Lenfestey says. "People are
directing, producing and doing it all
within the church.''

"The fault is that he is gone; but
the church carries on. It's
something he can be proud of."
Crews left the church last September and returned to school at
the University of California at
Berkeley. He is in graduate studies
in theology and hopes to to teach in
a seminary, Lenfestey says.

agree on."

·

-

Lenfestey explains the concepts
of Crews, which the church still
operates by.
"His big thing was to build a
community, to have a good public
worship, practical theology that
,people can use.
"There's always a project going
on: work days, running a hostel or

The church holds liturgies three
times weekly, Wednesday at 12:30
p.m. and Sunday at 8 a.m. and [0
a.m. The church offers a daily
prayer service at 5:30 p.m. The
lunch program runs from II :30
a.m. to I p.m. Monday through
Friday.

Fighter Plane Memorial Rejected
Mark Ballance
A 30-foot airplane which would
have been placed on campus as a
memorial io Vietnam veterans will
not be erected after all.
The
Campus Planning Committee voted
Thursday, to deny Air Force ROTC
cadets permission to display the
plane,
The F-80 fighter-bomber would
have been put on the grounds of the
Aerospace Studies Building at the
corner of Las Lomas and Yale. The
plane was donated by the New
Mexico Nation:i.I,Air Guard.
Committee member Marvin D.
"Swede" Johnson said the plane
was "not an appropriate thing to
have on a main entrance, any more
than a locomotive would be,,. and
the memorial should be denied for
aesthetic reasons alone.
Greg Sheppard, spokesman for
the cadets, said the plane
"represents what we do well" and
that "people objectless to the plane
being here than to us being here,"
referring to a member of the
Committee for an Affirmative
Memorial who said the plane was
an "instrument of death" and
should not be allowed on campus.

Sheppard said the cadets "would
never have gone to the trouble" of
dismantling the plane and trucking
it to Kirtland Air Force Base from
Santa Fe if they had thought the
committee would reverse its earlier
decision of Feb. 10, which granted
a two-year probation for the plane.
The cadets have found another
place in town which has accepted
the plane, said Sheppard, but "as a
favor to ourselves we will not. S<IY

where that will be."
In other business, the committee
approved an addition to the Mental
Health Center on the University of
New Mexico Hospital/BCMC, and
also approved the southeast corner
of the University Arena as the site
for a temporary building which will
provide space for the news media
covering the 1983 NCAA basketball
finals.

Chemistry Seminar Will Discuss Nucleosomes
Len Olson
The structure of "nucleosomes"
and the dynamics of their in·
teraction with DNA will be the
topic of a colloquium at the
Department of Chemistry today at
3:30.
Professor Kensal Van Holde of
Oreg,on State U!Jiversity was one of
the first to work with the "nu
particle" and characterize it.
Fritz Allen, associate professor
of chemistry at UNM, said that Van
Holde will be discussing what these
particles look like and what they
do.

"It is known-that proteins called
histones interact with DNA and
perform some function. The
function might be to preserve it
(DNA) from being chopped up by
enzymes or it might prevent the
expression of a gene by shielding it
with protein," Allen said.
Allen said it is not really clear
what function these proteins
perform, but they are found in all
species higher than bacteria where a
number of chromosomes are
present.
)

"Histones are sort of mysterious

-ASNM----------continUfld from P/1911 7
kind of leads them to be jealous,"
Austin said. "We were very good to
these people.
"Jf they (the other ASNM
members) talk with politicians in
the state. they would see that we
have an image as being very
mature, very professional student
representatives," Austin said.
Reed said he had.sent letters to all
the ASNM members expressing tile
hope that Austin attend the meeting
so differences could be worked ont.
"The last thing we wanted was a
split-up,'' Reed said.
"For the past two years, the
" ASNM director has been from
· UNM. That's not spreading. the
duties throughout the state," he
said.
"This tended to lead to a lot of
problems and jealously. UNM does
have the biggest budget and Santa
Fe is in their backyard.
.
''I have nothing against Mike
person:i.lly. He's a gentleman and
he's been· more than hospitable
when I'm down there," Reed said.
"But sometimes things go wrong.".
Reed said he "regrets"
statements Austin has made calling
•the other ASNM members
"children."
''I realize I'm young, I'm only
20, and that I have some growing
up to do, but I hope that by the
time that I'm 27, I'm more .than a
student body president.'' ·
It was UNM students that did
most of the lobbying. at this year's
session of the New Mexico
Legislature, Austin said.
"My job is done and we did it

Kathy Bednarz spends e warm efte'rnoon tossing the frisbee eround
,the Duck Pond with her friends.

all,'' Austin said. "There was some
effort by the other schools, but
when it got down to the meat of it,
we carried the brunt of the load."
Asked if ASNM may have been
dissatisfied with the lobby effort
conducted on behalf of ASNM by
ASUNM
Lobby Committee
Chairman Michael Gallegos,
Austin said, "I don't know what
they·could be dissatisfied about."
Dempsey said some ASNM
members were disturbed by
statements Gallegos made that
UNM had done all the lobbying
while "the other (student body)
presidents were lazy."
Gallegos said he did not un·
derstand how the other. ASNM
members could criticize his lobby
effort when tl!ey made few if any
trips to the Legislature. He said
Dempsey made one trip to Sania
Fe, while Eastern New Mexico
University student body President
Charle Hester made one trip and
Trujillo only aiteilded the last day
of the session.
"Perhaps a complaint could be
made that I should have kept them
better informed, but that was
because they were never there,"
Gallegos said. "Instead of con·
centrating on calling them. all the
time, I concentrated on lobbYing."
Gallegos said ASNM's "unwarranted and unjustified"
criticism was directed against UNM
and its students, not against Austin,
who ~'defended them to the
fullest.''
Gallegos said the lobbying tactics
used by ASNM were divised by
himself, Austin and lobby com-

mittee members.
Reed said he felt Gallegos did "a
lot of good" but that "he took too
much credit" for successes with the
Legislature, which were the result
"of the combined efforts of
everyone involved in the univer·
sities. u
Austin said ASUNM pays a little
over half, about $300, of the total
ASNM membership dues collected·
because the dues are based on each
school's full-time enrolbrient.
Austin said the recent trouble will
probably not tarnish ASNM's
image, "in spite of what happened.
But it's going to be up to the
leadership."
"I still think that we need a
statewide student organization,"
Austin said, "and I would advocate
that UNM be involved in one next
year."
ASNM will soon conduct
orientation for new ASNM
representatives and Austin said he
wants to be involved "if they'll let ,

in how they perform this function,
but they are clearly there for
protection and to prevent random
gene expression. They are a sort of
control." he said.
The nu particle is several of these
histone protein molecules wrapped
with turns of DNA and it changes
the structure of DNA. It seems to
be the fundamental unit of the
interaction of these proteins over
the DNA, Allen said.
Van Holde has been doing
studies
of
macromolecular
structureUsing physical methods.
Allen described these physical
methods as being other than
biological research methods.
"He examines the way ligllt
interacts with these things, how
they sediment in an ultracentrifuge,
or some other means of Using a
probe in the physical world," he
said.·
Van Holde earned his bachelor's
degree in 1949 and doctorate in
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The
Biomedical
Sciences
program is administered by the
Student Affairs Office of the
Medical School in an attempt to
interest minority students in
biological science fields, Allen said.
Van Holde has a biologic:i.l research
background so his talk became a
joint sponsorship, ~esaid.
The colloquium will be held in
Clark Hall I01 and is open to the
public. For further information
contact the chemistry office at 277·
6655.
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Dempsey said, "We really want
input from UNM. For our next
meeting, we will send them an
invitation. I hope he (Austin) shows
Up. As far as lknow, Mike is still in
(ASNM).''
Dempsey wants UNM because
"they do have a lot of contacts with
Legislature, they are the cent~r of
the state and they are the biggest
school."
Reed said, "I have no doubt in
my mind that ASNM can survive
without UNM. the beliefs or the
students and their representatives
are just as strong as ever."

•

'

The colloquium is part of the
chemistry department's weekly
colloquia and is being jointly
sponsored by the Biomedical
Sciences program,

Levi's®

lobo

men's
shop
243-6954
•

.l\
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1952 at the University of
Wisconsin. He was Allen's
graduate adviser at the University
of Illinois when Van Holde was
professor of biophysics there from
1957-67.
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Business Fair for Minorities Scheduled
DOONESBURY

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

Attendance Unnecessary for GSA
The Graduate Student Association copped out.
This weekend they passed a vote of confidence for
a nearly non-existent president. Ellen Foppes, GSA
president, has been on campus twice this semester
and, despite earlier complaints, the GSA council
decided to publicly support her performance. They
had their chance to be effective but they blew it.
One councilor said he didn't care where the GSA
president lived, as long as the president did his job.
Assuming the councilors have a backbone, it seems
they decided Foppes was doing her job after all.
Oh, the implications of that statement! If the GSA
president can do all her work in two meetings a
semester then perhaps the post should be non-paying,
even for those on campus. If Foppes is doing as much
as any previous GSA president - and the vote of
confidence indicates she is - then no GSA president
should be paid. Why pay someone for doing nearly
nothing?

And if the president is able to do the job from a
thousand miles away, perhaps there isn't any need for
a GSA president. Why give a drone a title as important
sounding as president?
This is not to suggest the elimination of GSA,
although that is one eventual end to this line of
reasoning. GSA can benefit ~tudents by supporting
their very special needs on this campus. But there is
no point in holding on to a council and a president
who have no drive to work for anything better than the
status qua.
GSA is one of the quietist groups on campus and
yet they handle almost $100,000 of student money.
Perhaps their silence is a godsend - at least we don't
have to listen to any of the bickering we get from
ASUNM, But they aren't quietly working away. In this
case, their lack of noise indicates a lack of activity.
Foppes has proved the presidential position is
superfluous. If the council isn't careful, it could find
·
itself equally as expendable.

University of New Mexico
personnel involved with initiating
p11rchase requirements are invited
to attend a Minority Business
Owners Trade Fair in March.
Sponsored by the New Mexico
Minority Supplier Development
Council,
the
Purchasing
Management Association of New
Mexico and UNM, the f&ir will be
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday at the
Albuquerque Convention Center.
A spokesman for the fair .said
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Cavaretta

Membei'B of the Theeter Arts tt1feviSion product/ofl cless teem h.ow to helancs a video camt~r• on a
tripod Monday In Yale Patk.

Chemistry Space Problems Aired
lab. It was a place to write dissertations, do
homework, and even catch a few winks of sleep
during all-night experiments. Then last summer,
students were notifif;ld that the reading room was
needed for classroom space.
Now the department has a new GC-MS, which is
essential to research but is sitting idle. The loss of the
chemistry reading roam would be easier to accept if
the space were used to accomodate an instrument
which figures prominently in the future of the
department. If the UNM administration desires to
support the chemistry department and the University
as a whale, decisions of this nature should be easy to
make.
Bill Wilson
Bob Silverman
Rajesh Turakhia
Joanna Petridou
Alberto A. Leon M.

Elections Will Bring Clean SU?eep
Editor:
Wednesday's front page article in the Daify Lobo is
just another chapter in the sad history of ASUNM this
year. Be it missing ballot baxes 1 financial
mismanagement or embezzlement, it Is business as
usual in student government.
Meanwhile, student services such as child care,
duplicating and KUNM have been ignored While
pseudo-legislators are more concerned ·with hurting
student groups who desptmltely need help.
Traditional interests .such as fraternities, sororities.

and dormitory students have beel'l given the cold
shoulder while the ASUNM President can accept a
raise in his salary.
The only thing ASUNM has managed to do right is
tomove Up the election date one week early. This will
allow students a one week head start in cleaning up
the current mess. The only wav to get rid of such
gross incompetence is to make a clean sweep in
student government and vote for a change , .. March
31 is your chance.
Darryl P. Johl'lson
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The fair is free and open to (he
public. Persons wishing to attend
the luncheon or need more in·
formation shoulct call Donald
Larrichio, Director of Materials
Management, 277-2036.

AFROTC Members Awarded for ·work

Letters

Friday's article on the chemistry department's
acquisitib.n of the gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer (GS-MS) failed to mention that the in·
strument has arrived but .is being stored in its packing
crates because no suitable roam is available for setting
it up. Actually, the GC·MS is the most recent of a
number of instruments the chemistry department has
acquired. These acquisitions reflect a department that
is growing in stature and becoming more effective in
both teaching and research. However, one problem
that has resulted from the addition of new instruments
(as well as new faculty) is shortage of space,
The best and perhaps only place to accomodate the
GC·MS is the old chemistry reading room (Clark Hall,
roam 3841. However, UNM administrators have
repeatedly refused to give up room 384 as a
classroom,
For years room 384 was the chemistry reading
room, where both graduate and undergraduate
students would eat, study, and tutor away from the

purchasing personnel are encouraged to attend to become
acquainted with the vendors and
their products. Some 130 tninority
business owners will display their
products and services.

Japanese Exchange Students Learn
About the U.S., English at UNM
Carlos M. Morales

Accusation Clarified
Editor:
This letter is in response to the poor campaign practices employed
by Michael Gallegos et al. Vince Baca has been accused of posting
campaign material before the allowable. date. This "campaign
material" is merely a statement of Vince's office hours as he is an
ASUNM senator and encourages student input an important issues.
In the past, ASUNM campaigns and elections have been plagued
by name-calling, record-smearing and magical ballot boxes. Mike,
let's keep this campaign on the level and face Vince on the issues.
Jeffrey Hale
William Cunningham

Two exchange students from
Osaka, Japan, have been at the
University of New Mexico since
August studying a foreign
language: English.
Toshi Morishita, 22, and Sachiko
Shimizu, 22, are studying English at
UNM through the Kansai Gaidai
Exchange . Program which is
sponsored by the Office of
International Programs.
Kansai Gaidai is the name of the
l!niversity in Osaka, Japan, where
••

·'"
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Toshl Morishita

Reader Says Prospect
Of World War Exists
Editor:
Haw would you like to be a draftee for World War 1117 The
prospect is almost unthinkable - but it's a definite possibility. We
are bombarded daily with news of battles as close as El Salvador and
as distant as the Persian Gulf, So it won't come as a shock to know
that a bill introduced in the Senate last year would reinstate the
draft. If it passes, you 19· and 20-year-olds will be that much closer
to traipsing off to war.
The Reagan administration figures it needs 250,000 more warm
bodies in the armed forces by 1986 to improve "preparedness" and
meet "expanded military commitments." To accomplish this,
Ronald Reagan is under pressure to renege on his promise not to
revive the draft.
And for what? Alexander Haig's assistant secretary of state said
the problem in Central America is endangered U.S. interests. We
assume what he called "national security interests" included over 60
U.S. companies that operate in El Salvador - companies like
Co/gate-Palmolive, Folgers, Ralston Purina and E)()(on. To protect
these business interests Reagan's administration is committed to
support a government that sytematically massacres its citizens. Haig
has vowed that the United States will do "whatever is necessary" to
preserve that "friendly" regime and deem the area secure.
Tiu; governmen!'s commitment to U.S. interests abroad means
we Wll! sa~n be go1ng to war to protect companies in more than 110
countr1es 10 the world. About 4300 American firms operate mare
than 16,501? business enterprises overseas. Companies like Coca
Cola,. Peps1, Good Year and Exxon are taking advantage of dirt
cheap Wages and resources outside the states.
T~e draft Would prov~de the warm bodies Reagan intends to
sacnflce to defend the hkes of Exxon, Mobil, Texaco, Ford and
Chas.e M~nhattan. The names are all familiar: t:xxon rs among those
sticktng 1t to us at the gas pumps. ExKon's wealth is estimated to
surpass. the combined assests of a dozen Bank of Americas, two
dozen Prudential Insurance companies and si~ dozen Sears and
Roebuck companies. In 1980 the top ten oil companies raked in
combined profits exceeding a whopping $22 billion.
Fighting for democracy and freedom is one thing - but fighting
far som,eone else's super profits is something else again. Currently
our nat1an has no draft~ However, men are required to register
within 30 days after their 18th birthday. More than 25 percent of
those required to register have refused since the program began.
Such action represents a commitment to real democracy. Wilen the
draft is reinstated and the time comes for you to ''submit" - don't.
Let. Ron and AI tell their buddies at Exxon, etc., that we won't fight
the1r World War Ill.
Robert Wood

'roshi and Sachiko studied for three he would like to stay here.
"I would like to travel around
years.
Tashi said he wanted to come to the United States and see more of
UNM because he felt he had a it, Not having a cat, I have not even
better chance of learning English seen that much of New Mexico. My
here.
visa expires this summer so I must
"I thought about studying in return to Japan. Maybe someday I
California but the problem with can CO!lle back," Toshi said.
Toshi and Sachiko are teaching
studying there is that there are too
many Japanese people in California classes in elementary and advanced
who speak tny language. I would Japanese at the UNM International
not get a chance to practice English Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE.
People interested in learning.
or get homesick," Toshi said.
Toshi and Sachiko exchanged Japanese can contact Sachiko at
places with two students from 277-3394 orToshi at 277-4976.
UNM. Each student paid fat the
other's tuition and fees at their
school for one year. Toshi and
Sschiko Shimizu
Sachiko Jive in dormitories and the
students they exchanged with live
with families in Japan.
"In Japan I had my own
apartment and did my own cooking
and cleaning. Here dormitory life is
easy and I do not have many things
to worry about. The people I have
met here are friendly and kind."
Sachiko said she has been
studying English for 12 years and
that she hopes to return to Japan to
find any job in which she can use
her learned English.
"I am no! sure what I will do
, with my degree when I return to
Japan. In Japan we are told that
English is an international language
and that we should know it,"
Sachiko said.
The two Japanese students will
graduate at the end ·of this semester,
receiving a degree in English from
their tlniversityin Japan. Toshi said

Mark Ballance
The Arnold Air Society, an
organization consisting of Air
Force ROTC cadets, has received a
Certificate of Appreciation from
the U.S. Forest Service for its work
with the "Adopt-a-Trail" program.
The cadets contributed 255 hours
last year to repair the La Cienega

Trail in the Sandia District of the
Cibola National Forest. According
to the Forest Service the trail had
suffered severe soil erosion and was
obstructed by fallen trees and
overhangingshrubbery.
The cadets cleared and rep<~ired
the trail, which ends at Sandia
Crest.

Consumer Activist Shares Experiences
A consumer activist aide to
Ralph Nader will discuss organizing
far issues of public concern at the
University of New Mexico today.
. C.B. Pearson will present
"Public Interest Organizing - the
student perspective" in room 149 of
Woodward Hall at 7:30p.m.
"We have asked C.B. to come to
the UNM campus to share his
experiences with students who are
organizing around issues of public.
concern in the West," said Mike
Irwin, the New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group. chair-

person.
Prior to working for Nader,
Pearson was a student' volunteer
and staff member for the Colorado
Public Interest Research Group, a
sister organization to NMPIRG.
Irwin said Pearson has been
working with student &ctivists in
many western states.
"We are anxious to lind aut what
students are doing in neighboring
states," he said. ·
·
More information on the
Pearson presentation can be obtained from NMPIRG at 277-2757.

FUTURE COLLEGE
GRADUATES
The Department of the Navy is now accepting applications for entry-level management positions. Qualified
individiuals will be guaranteed appointment to a paid
16-week training program and assignment to management duties in operations, personnel, finane, logistics
and communications. Starting salary 520000 after training with guaranteed raise to '31 ,500 in four years.
Requirements for application include BS/BA degree
(any major), 19-31 years old, U.S. citizen, willing to
relocate and qualification test.

Contact:
DEPT. OF THE NAVY
First National bank Bldg.
5301 Central, N.E., Suite 1013
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
(505) 766-3895 {collect)

'Building Self Esteem' Topic of Worksh~p
Richard L. Drinon Jr,

l>r. Sidney B. Simon, an internationally recognized leader in
education and the human potential
movement, will conduct a
colloquium and a workshop at the
University of New Mexico Wednesday and Thursday.
Wednesday Simon will speak on
''value certificatioll" in a
colloquium at 4 p.m. in Lecture
Hall.

"Building Self Esteem" is the couple. Full-time students may
theme of thr. all day workshop in attend for $20.
the SUB Ballroom Thursday.
Registration begins at the south
area of the SUB Ballroom at 8 a.m.
The goals of the workshop are to:
The workshop will run 9 a.m. to
teach skills that can be applied to a 4:30 p.m. Information is available
person's studies, family, work and
by calling 268-5073.
totallife; help people gain further
Simon is the author of several
respect for their own wisdom; help
books
including
Values
people develol' Strategies for inClarification,
Values
and
Teaching.
terrupting self-defeating behavior.
Meeting
Yourself Halfway,
Casts for the workshop are $211 Negative Criticism, and Teaching
per person and $46 for a family Your Child Right From Wrong;

Career Goals To Be Explored in Seminar
Jeff Ale~ander
The University of New Mexico
Career Planning and Pla.cement
Center will conduct a series of
orientations and mini-workshops
this week designed to aid students
in exploring career goals.
Topics covered range from career
planning and job hunting, to

writing an effective resume and
having a successfUl job interview,
Orientations to the Center are
·conducted every Friday at 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. in the Career Planning
artd Placement Library in Mesa
Vista Hall.
Orientations
and
miniworkshops, also to be held in the
Library, this week are:

- Today, The Resume: the Art. of
Condensing Your Life History into
Two Pages, 10 to II a.m.
Wednesday, The Interview:
Putting It All Together, 2 to 3:30
p.m.
-Thursday, Career ·Plruming: The
Why's and the How's, 3 to 4 p.m.
More information can be obtained at 277-2531.
'
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Full line of Spring S~mmer Fashions
Lay Away early for Spring
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Call for "Undergraduate" Papers
• 9 papers will be selected for oral presen~tion
on April 8, 15, 22
•·
e honorarium of $25,00 for each presen~tion
• topics • interdisiplinary, applicable to Chicanos
• submit five unmarked copies, typed, double spaced,
10-15 pages with references to; Chicano Studies,
Marron Hall Room 204,. Deadline 5:00 p.m., March 22.
For more information contact Cynthia Gomez
at Chicano Studies, 277-3967,

"Selections From the George
Bunzl Collection" will be exhibited
at the University of New Mexico
Art Museum through March 21.
The exhibition consists of 48
black-and-white
and
color
photographs taken by Bunzl in
Mexico, Peru, Ecuador and
Guatemala between 1962 and 1972.
Primarily portraits and street
scenes, the photographs document
Latin American Indians in their
environments.
Bunzl photographed his subjects
in their traditional clothing and
lifesty!es, showing them as in.
dividuals engaged inpersonal

PRESENTS

Dr. Robert Campbell
Professor emeritus of Geography

''PEOPLE AS PLACES''
Tuesday, March 2
12 Noon
UNM SUB Ballroom (North)

The "Last Lectures" are a series in which prominent University faculty and staff will be talking as if they were giving the
~ Last Lecture of their life. Bring your lunch!
0
sponsored by

ili

l

pursuits more often than as participants in public activ-ities.
In "Mother and Child," for
example, he illustrates the rapport
that exists in this parental
relationship,
In "Piety," an old woman in a
scrape prays outside of a church in
Pisac, ·Peru. The worn Spanish
Bible, her gnarled hand and the
crumbling wall seem to emphasize
the venerable tradition of which she
is a part.
Bunzl's sense of drama contributes to the impact of his
photographs. With their strong

Filmmaker To Lecture

LAS LOMAS CAMPUS MINISTRIES
STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER
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The Student Veterans

Association
will hold their monthly meeting for
the month of March
on 3-2-82 at 7:00 pm
in the Child Care Co-Op,
Mesa Vista Hall.

Standish D. Lawder, filmmaker,
film theorist and historian, will give
a free public lecture Monday atthe
University of New Mexico Fine
Arts Center,
Lawder's talk, which will include
the showing of the film Ballet
Mecanique, is the second in the
UNM art department's 1982
Visiting Artist/Lecturer series.
Lawder, an associate professor
of visual arts at the University of
California at San Diego, earned his
doctoral degree in 1967 from Yale
University, where he was an
associate professor from 1972-75.
At Yale, Lawder also was the
founder and director of the New
Cinema Seminar and the Yale Film
Festival and co-founder and vice
president of the Yale Film
Associates.
The recipient of several honors,
Lawdet also is a member or officer
of numerous other organizations,
In addition, during the 1972-73
academic year, he was the Henry R.

Luce Visiting Professor of Film
Studies at Harvard University.
Lawder has participated in
numerous one-man and group
shows in this country and abroad.
In addition, his films have been
shown in American embassies in
Yugoslavia, Zambia, Isreal, Egypt,
Syria, Italy, Zaire, Turkey, Ireland,
Taiwan, Germany, Jamaica and
India in a tour organized by Jhe
U.S.
International
Communications Agency in 1981.
Lawder, who serves on several
national advisory beards, has
received numerous grants and
fellowships, including a prestigious
Guggenheim Fellowship.
Other professional . activities
include his appointment as program
director for the 29th annual Robert
Flaherty Film Seminar by lnternaional Film Seminars, Inc., of
New York and the Directors' Guild
of America in Hollywood.
.
The talk will be at 8 p.m. in
Room 2018.

black-and-white contrasts and
dynamic linear forms, h.is cpmpositions reveal his understanding
of formal design. Works in color
accent the brilliant costumes and
surroundings ofhis subjects.
Born in England in 1895, Bunzl
entered Grei:\t Britain':> amateur
photographic circles in 1951 at the
age of 55. Semi-retired from the
presidency of his family's paper
company, he had the time and
financial independence that enabled
him to pursue his interests in
photography and travel.
He became affiliated with several
photographic societies in Great
Britain, where he exhibited
frequently until his death in 197.6.
In 1962, he began the first of his
many photographic excursions
throughout the world.
The photographs are part of a
group donated to UNM by Mrs.
Trude Bunzl, the artist's widow, in
1978.
"The George Bunzl Collection is
a particularly fitting donation to
the University of New Mexico,
which has strong programs in Latin
American studies, fine arts,
geography and history," said UNM
Art Museum Director Edward
Bryant. "The Bunzl photographs
offer
multidisciplinary
opportunities for research, study and
visual enjoyment."
The entire coiJection consists of
468 photographs taken throughout
the world on Bunzl's trips to
Europe, Southeast Asia, Japan,
India,
Nepal,
Australia,
A(ghanistan, Kenya, the United
States and Latin America.
The collection is a part of the
special collections· department of
the UNM General Library.
An illustrated catalog with an
essay by Diane Pietrucha Fischer
accompanies the exhibition.
The UNM Art Museum, located
in the Fine Arts Center on the UNM
campus, is open from 10 a.m. to S
p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m. Tuesdays
through Fridays, and from 1 to 5
p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays.
Admisson is free.
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:• Cheerleader
:•
: Stuntman
: ASA Gallery T_aking Entries
••
••
•
• For Regional Photo Contest
:
appUcatloaa are aullehle In
:
The Art Student Association a sel(-addressed stamped envelope
•• the Stadeat Actlvltlea Offtc:e •• Gallery
will start accepting entries and labeled entries should be Profesror's Work
its second annual mailed to the ASA Gallery, Box 25
Monday
•• Regional forPhotographic
Com- SUB, University of New Mexico,
••
latheSUB
petition.
New Mexico, 87131. Shown in Michigan
••
•• A juried exhibition of the best Albuquerque,
Checks or money orders should be
The work of Betty Hahn,
:DeMUne Is Friday, Jllarc:h 12 :· entries from New Mexico, made out to the'ASA Gallery.

•

•
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PEACE
CORPS
MEANS
BUSINESS.
Teach bookkeeping 1n 8el1ze Help manage a handicraft
shop 1n Tonga. Work w1th Filip,no lendmg gu1del1nes In
over 60 countnes Peace Corps can use your bus1ness
Skills. Knowledge 1n areas like accounlmg, budget1ng.
personnel management. and market1ng can help proVide JObs and economic growth

REFS ON CAMPUS TODAY THROUGH FRIDAY SENIORS/
GRADS: SIGN UP NOH FOR AN INTERVIE!V PLACEMENT OFFICE-!>illSA VISTA 2nd FLOOR INFORMATION
BOOTH IN THE STUDENT UNION
I

California, Colorado, Arizona,•
Nevada and Texas will be held at
the gallery AprilS through 23.
Up to five entries may be submitted which use printmaking,
painting,
drawing,
non-silver
processes and mixed-media as long
as the major content of the work is
photographic.
Mailed entries should· arrive at
the gallery between Monday and
March 19. Hand delievered entries
should be brought to the gallery
between March IS and March 19.
Any Work which has been
completed within the past two years
may be entered.
Among the prizes are 10-$100
awards. One artist will be selected
to do a one-person show in the
North Gallery during the 1982-83
academic year.
A non-refundable $10 entry fee,

All work must be suitable for
hanging behind standard size glass,
such aseight-by-lOinches, 11-by-14
inches and 16-by-20 inches. Framed
works will not be accepted.
The calendar of events for the
competition is:
March 8-19, acceptance of
mailed work.
- March 15" 19, acceptance of
hand delievered work.
-March 27-28, jurying of work.
- March 31, notification mailed to
entrants.
- April S-23, juried exhibition.
- April 9, opening reception from
7 to9 p.m.
- April28, works mailed back.
..,. April 30, deadline for pickup of
hand-delivered work.
For more information on the
competition, write to the Gallery or
call277-2667.

University of New Mexico associate
professor of photography, is
represented in a national invitational exhibition which wiU
coiuinue circulating throughout
Michigan until the end of September,
Entitled Fugitive Color, the
exhibition points to the tran.sformation of color taking place in
contemporary photography.
An exhibit brochure states the
exhibit will enable people "to view
this important new area of
photography through the work
of .... leading national figures."
The . exhibit is being funded
through the MicHigan Council of
the Arts and the University of
Michigan.

Indoor Track Third in WAC Meet
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The young University of New
Mexico track team made an impressive showing at the WAC
lndoor Championships Saturday,
finishing third with 102 points.
The Lobos had three individual
event winners. lbrahim Hussein
broke the meet record in the 1500:
meter run by more than seven
seconds with his time of 3:47.62,
while Dwayne Rudd qualified for
nationals with a 51 '9" triple jump.
Fidelis Ndyabagye also won the
long jump with a26'3" jump.
"Our team performed to its
maximum potential," said coach
Del Hessel. "My pre-meet
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The Lobo women's golf team,
currently ranked second in the
nation, finished a disappointing
tenth at the Lady Spartan
Invitational over the weekend.
"I think the girls put too much
pressure on themselves," said
UNM coach Henry Sandles. "They
came out here second in the country
and felt they had to prove it. If you
feel that kind of pressure. against a
field like this, it will hurt you."
Individual and team scores were
high, mainly because of weather
conditions. "It has rained quite a
bit here, and is supposed to rain
another five inches tonight
(Sunday)," Sandles said after the
tournament. "It will be nice to get
'
back to Albuquerque."
Susan Sanders was the low scorer
for UNM with rounds of78, 75 and
75 to finish sixth in the tournament.
"Susan played a fantastic round.

The University of New Mexico
women's softball team dropped
three of four weekend games to
down•state rival New Mexico State,
but Lobo coach Susan Craig
remains optimistic about her young
team.
"We had no errors in our two
games Sunday, and had 11 hits,"
Craig said. "We played under some
diftlcult circumstances Saturday
and lost our composure, but I think
our young team learned from the
experience."
The "difficult circumstances"
included some fan abuse during
Saturday's doubleheader loss to the

•

Roadrunners by scores of 9-4 and 43. "There were some people who
decided to verbally attack our
players in person,'' Craig said of
the incident. "It's unpleasant to
listen to. The game is supposed to
be played between the lines." Craig
said she has registered an official
complaint about the situation.
The Roadrunners, who were
second in conference play behind
UNM last year and went to the
national tournament, have returned
most of their squad. "They are very
aggressive at the plate.'' said Craig.
"New Mexico State has the type of
team that 1f you let them think they
can win, they will. They just ran

This Week in Sports at UNM
S A T U R D A Y

TUESDAY
March2

Mtn~siJasAetba/1:

Pick up tickets today tn SUB for
weekend same$ whh Ucah and SYU.
Racquetball DoUbles: Enlries dtie today in the
lntramurals Orfice, Johnson Gym, room 230.

Men~

WEDNESDAY
Marchl
Skt(ng: NCAA t.haml)ionshfps in Lake

~la:eid-, N. V.

Mtn 's Tennis: liNM at ~orptiS Christi Team:

tnterooUegiate meet fn Corpusthrlsd, Te;.ras.
Men's Baslt.l'lbatl.• Pick up tickets today in SUB '(ot
weekend games with Utah and

avu.

TIIURSDAY
March4
Womeri's iJasketba/1: UNM vs. Utah, 7:30p.m,~
University Arena._
·
Sofiball: tJNM women jif Aritona Invitational In
ru.scon.
.Merl'S Skiing: NCAA chaniplonships in lake

MarchS

nt 7:30 p.rrt.

She keeps getting better and better
each time out," Sandles said.
"Being sixth in a tournament like
this is like finishing sixth in the
NCAA's."
The Lobos were hampered by the
disqualification of Lucy Castenada,
who signed an incorrect scorecard
after the second round. "The rules
say if you sign for a higher score
than what you had, the only
penality you get is the higher score
you took,"
Sandles said.
"Unfortunately for us, she signed
for a five and had a six.
"It was a very sportsmanlil>e
thing for Lucy to do," Sandles
said. "She took an extra stroke
when she hit into the woods on one
hole, and nobody else saw her do it.
"Her score would have saved us
three strokes on Saturday,"
Sandles said. "And it put some
additional pressure on our other

players, who knew that their every
stroke would count. Normally, you
know if you have a bad round
som,one else will pick up the load
for you."
Sandles and his team will stop by
this year's national tournament site
at Stanford on their way home.
"We are going to take some extensive notes and hopefully play a
few holes," Sandles said. "It
should be helpful down the road."
The Lobos have some time off
before competing in the Betsy
Rawls tournament in Austin,
Texas, March 12-14.
1'tam Results: Arizona State919, Miam1(fla.) 928,
Tulsa 929, Oklahoma Stale 931, San Jose State 935,
Georgia 939, Flori(la Stale 940, Texas 941, Stanford
943, UNM 954, Nonb Carolina 961, Oh!o State: 977.
lndl,.ldual RtsuUs: Val Skinner (Oklahoma State)
71·7~·75·221, Laura Petmon (ASU) 73·'74-7.5·222,
Julie: Inkster (San Jose St.) 73-73-77-223.
Lobo Ri!!iults: Susan Sander!i ?8-75-75·228, Oana

Wrestlers Qualify for NCAA
Four Lobo wrestlers have
qualified for the NCAA
tournament at Iowa State later
this month by virtue of their
performance at the regional
'
meet last weekend.
Brad Bitterman stretched his
record to .32-0-1 in the 167"
pound weight class with a 9-0
win over Dale Walters of Air
Force, Ralph Harrison, Tony
Tracey and Kevin Jackson also
were selected for the NCAA's by
a coachs' vote,
The Lobos finished third with
61 points, behind Brigham
Young and Cal Poly~Obispo,
which was ranked fourteenth in
the nation coming into the
tournament. UNM entered nine
wrestlers in the 10 weight
classes, and no wrestler finished
lower than fourth.
"If we would have wrestled
this well last week at the WAC
tournament, we would have won
by 20 points," said UNM coach
Bill Dotson. "I guess we just
peaked at the wrong time. We
heqt 5iX Of thP kin< WOO heM US

ExhJbltlon YoUe,_btJII: Visiting. Cblbtlabua team
will pia)' several UNM' itdramura1 teams a,i 8 p.m.,

Jotmslln Oym, No admiSsion c:hnrged.
Women~ Sasketball: tJNM \1~. Brfgham·'V.ounet $

p.m., UtllversitY Atenn.
Men's Basketball: UNM

vs, Ut~~:h,

1:30

p.m.,

Unlversit:Y Arend.
Mtn's SkiliJg,• NCAA dil!mplonships In Lnke
!Jiadd,N.V.
Men's Termlst UNM at Corpus Christi 'team
lntcrcoltcgfatcmcet In Corpus Chtlsti1 Teieai.
Men's G)'nihtJstlt'S: UNM at New Mexico Junior
College In Hobbs,
Men'$· Swfmrnlng: UNM at Utah ror WAC
Ch;~mpionship.

!;(]jtha/1: UNM women at Arilona (nvitatltmai ln.
'ruscon.

March6
Men's Basketbafl: UNM vs. Brigham Yotins. 7:30
p.m.• UniversitY Arena..
.
Women~ f!ol/~yball: USVDA totJmament, 8:30
a.m., iollnsonOym.
Lacrosse: UNM Lacrosst' Club vs. New Me.dco-'J'ech,l p.m. 1 iohnsOnField.
Men'$ Swimming: UNM ai Utah for WAC
Championship.
Softball: tJNM women at Arfton:t !nvltaHonal in
Tu~ton.

Women'S Trl1r:k: UNM at Arltona £or a dlia1 meet
In 'fempC.
Meir 't Sieling: NCAA champi.Jnshil'JS in L&ke
Placid~ N.Y.
Men's Ttnnfs: ONM .at Corpus_ Chrlsd Team
Jntl!!rcolleglatemcet In Cotl'JUS Christf; Tnas.
Men~ Gymnasti,:s: UNM at O_dessB: College,
OdeSsa:, Te~tas.
_

SUNDAY
Marchi
Men's Swimming: ONM al Utah for WAC
Challiplonship.
M 0 N D A Y

MarCt-.8
Men's Te;tilfs.' UNM vs. ColoradO Mines, t:~O
p.m•• Lobo Tennis_ Complex.
INFORMATION
lntrilmtltals: 271·51 St, Johnson-Gym tcJont2J(),
Ticketsl271..2116. SE corner of University Arena,

The March 1 edition of the N.ew
stated that. Michelle Leffingwell
won the I 600-mcter freestyle event
at the WAC swimmiflg meet and set
a school record. The event was
actually won and the record set by
Becky Culpepper. The Daily Lobo
regrets the error.

•
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Harrison,
Tracey
and
heavyweight Evans Brantly
finished second in the regionals,
but Brantly was left out by the
coachs' vote. "I felt it should
have come down to actual
second place finishes, but 1 lost
that vote six to cme," Dotson
said. "I still feel the kids on the
mat should decide who goes, not
the coaches. But I was outHarrison
numoered."
defeated second seeded Chris
Taylor of. BYU 9·7 on his way to
the finals, only to lose to
Wyoming's top ranked Chris
Bell 11·6. "To see him do such
an excellent job at that level of
competition spe11ks very well of
the young man's future,''
Dotson said.
Brantly defeated two seeded
wrestlers, including top rated
heavyweight Rick Chandler of
Southern Oregon, before losing
a close 3-2 match to BYU's
Larry Hamilton.

Fast, Free Delivery

$1.00 off any pizza.
One coupon pe'r pizza.

over us.
"When they start rolling, it gets
contageous," Craig said. "It
seemed like their team hit .600 on
Saturday."
• The bright notes for the weekend
were two freshmen who played
well. "Michelle Madrid, our lef·
tfielder, threw out three runners at
the plate, and has been agressive
and is hitting well," said Craig.
"And Diane Settle handled the
catching position well."
'
Craig said her team would be
improved this week with the return
of two players who have been
injured. "Aaron. Putnam, one of
our pitchers and better hitters, had
to have her knee brace adjusted,
and Kathy Dwyer is about seven
percent away from being cleared to
play," Craig said. "We have only
II people on the team right now, so
there is not much we can do right

now.'•
The Lobos take to the road again
this weekend for the Arizona State
Invitational in Tempe. "We will be
playing some very good teams,"
Craig said. "We continue to im·
prove inning by inning, game by
game. We want to keep it up and
hopefully make the NCAA's this
year."

Cost IS about the sa·me as a

sennHnel 1n a U.S. wllc!J'~ $2,989 Ptlce lhdudP.s ret rmlt'ld
tflp to SeviUe from New York. room. Uoard, and tu)11on
complete. Governtnerlf gr£1nt~ dMd loaiis available for eligible
Fitudents.

UvH-wrth a spanish fatnify, at1end da!:i~res four hours a day.
t'our d3ys a Week, four nionths. Earn _16 h1s. Of credit (equi
V;;llent to 4 sem()sters taught rri U S colleges over a two

Mexico Daily Lobo incorrectly

up

$1

Howe 79~78·82-239. Theresa S<:hreck 79·64~80.243,
Debbie Wright 78·83·83•244, Lucy Castaneda 83·DQ·

BEGINNE.A OR AOVANCFO

in the WAC
regionals."

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

Expires 3-15·82

Softball· Drops Three ·Road ·Games···

fR·IDA'r

La51 Lecture Series pre.~c::nu bt. Robert Campbell
l'tnfc5$or-_ Etnc:ri!Os· of deogtophy, speaking o~
"Ptoi'Jii! As Plates'' at noon In the SUD IJallroom
North today.
Bftle tce.r Uonor Saclt1y Is tttklngapp\lca.llons until
'thutsday, ~ic:k 11p and r~tllrri apj:!licalions to .Dean of
Students Office.
Alpha Phi Oinelui meet~ IOdnyat S:JO ·tJ:.rn. hi room
24() o( the SUb,
Pff"Mrdlcal Prorudons Club will meet Wed•
!1CSday 7 16 ~- ~·m. If! taom fl)j ot the Edtitadon
Building,
_ NMrtRG Is spon~otll1g a speech today by C.b.
;,_cnrs~n. im aide to Filli,Ph Nader. The-~pccCirentltlcd
F'ub!lc Jntcrcst Organlting - 'The Student Per•
~pcc1iVc 11 , will be h~ltl in WoOdward Hali toom 149

prediction was that we wduld score a muscle in the quarter mile. He
85 points."
would have finished at least fifth in
Hessel was pleased with the · the quarter, which would have
balance and depth of his young .pusheduspastBYU."
team, "It's noteworthy that we
''We didn't score a point at last
scored team points in 15 of the 16 year's WAC meet," Hessel added.
events we entered. And all but two "I guess that means we have imof our points were scored by fresh- proved 102 percent this year."
men and sophomores."
Most of Hessel's team will now
The Lobos finished by perennial move to the outdoors for compower Texas-El Paso and Brigham petition after one week off. The
Young. "Many people fail to NCAA indoor qualifiers move on
realize that we were one man away to Detroit for the national finals,
from second place," Hessel said. while the rest of the team will be in
"Fatwell Kimaiyo was favored to a meet with Adams State and West
win the high hurdles, but he pulled Texas on March 13.

Golfers Place Tenth in Tournament

t'tatid, N.Y.
Mefi :S Tennis: UNM at Corpus ChriSti' Team
liltercollesfate meel iri Co,.Pus Christl; Tegs.
Rarquetball Doubles: Meeting today ror Pllf·
tieipanlslrlJohnsond)'nt1 room 1!4, ~

Concert Choir Show Slated
The University of New Mexico United
Methodist
Church
CMcert Choir, under the direction Fellowship Hall, 215 PineNE. The
of John Clark, will travel to performartce will allow the
Oklahoma City Tuesday through Albuquerque audience a chance to
Saturday for a series of per- see the Concert ChOir sing the
formances at the American Choir program they will perform in
Directors Association Southwest Oklahoma City.
Regional convention.
The American Choir Directors
As a warm-up for the tour, the Association is an international
choir will perform a free concert organization with approximately
today at 7:30 p.m. at the Central 25,000 members.

'

t

George Bunzl Collection Exhibited;
48 Prints Displayed at Art Museum

THE LAST LECTURE SERIES

1)

l Sports

Arts

Chicano Undergradua,te Forum
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3920 Centrai.SE
262·1662

CLASSES

FORMING
Applications Now
Being Accepted
Classes begin Mon March 1
3215 Central N.E.
266-4900
298-2850 after& p.m.
Instructors
Jess Trujillo & Gene Varoz
STUDENT PRICES AVAILABLE
ON HAIRCUTS

All Services opan to the pllblic.

~pan! Your _Span•s~h stUdies Wtll be _enhanced by
opp6ttuntties not <JV.a•tabta 1n a U.S. classtoom. Standard

YtMf ttme

rtt:d tests show out swdents· language skills superiOr to
shJdents completmg two y~ar programS in U.S.

Hurty, it tit~es _a lot of. time 1_0 malce all arrangements.
FALL SEMESTER • SEPf. 10-0ec. 22:SPRING SEMESTER
Feb. t • June 1 -eat:h. veat.
FUU.Y .ACCREDITED-A PtOQtam of Hmity Christian Coiiege.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
24-42 E. Collier S.E. Grand Rapids, Michigan ~9506
(A Program of Trlnlly Christian College)

CALL TOLL FREE

tor tuu information 1-900-253·9008
(lh Mich., or If toll free line inoperalivo call 1·616-942·2903 or 942'2541 collect!
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Classified

Advertising
1. Personals
I'ASSI'ORT, l,ll, PJIOToS 2 for $4,00! Lowest
prices in town! F~st, pleasing, short walk from UNM.
(nil 265-~4·14 or erne tu 123 Wellesley S.E. between
Oirnrd and Carlisle, corner of Silver. Hours: 10·6
~'<cckduy~. Sulurtluy 9·5.
tfn
FIN~:sT SI~U;<:TION OF unique and traditional
~old wedding lets. ('hnrlic Romero Jewelers', 293·
11901.
S/1
Jl 1IJIC'IOllS J()SELY!Il, A bclaJcd Happy
Thanhgiving, Merry Cltristmas, Happy New Year,
Mcrr}' Valentines and Happy School Year. To the
Atlra.:ti'e Wrapper, Rapper, Zoppcr. laughter in my
hfc .. frorn Juridicul.lohnDoc.
3/5
A<'('llliATJo: INI'OIIMATION ABOUT con·
tra~,;L•ptJon, slcrilir~tio•,, nbortion. Right tu Choose.
29•1-0111.
tfn
I'RI;(iNANCY Tt:STING & COUNSEI.ING. Phone
241-9819.
tfn
('ONTACTS·I'OI.lSIIIN<;, SOI.llTIONS - Casey
Opticul Corn puny on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WE 1101' I)ISTI!IIIl'HJHS. Prescription eyeglass
frilll1C'· Orccnwid1 Village (lennon Styles), gold
rimlc\,. $54.50 (rcgtilnr $65.00), Pay Less Opticians,
tfn
l007 Mcnmtl N.f., acrn<~ from LaDellcs.
O..,J,l" $2.~5. TWO fmnl-ftcsh ej!gs, two homemade
dtemicnl free •au;agC prntic<, tWO slices of toast, free
~recn chili. Opcu7 a.m. 1\lorning()lory Cafe. Corner
of Girard. ('cntral and Monte Villa268-7040.
tfn
$5 lll!YS IIESl' Til' of the week. Dally Lobo will pay
$5 for the bc;t new; tip we receive every week.
'iource'i can remain .;onfidcntial, but Editor muM
haw Y<>Ur oumc to p~y winner. 277·5656, ask for
Nc\\<room.
tfn
M('AT, llAT R~:vt~:w in Physic<, Biology, General
Chcnll<try, Orgarue, spon<orcd by Pre-Med Club
rncrnbcr• $30.00. Non•mcmbcrs $45.00. For more
information call277·6565 or come by SUD 24·D.

3fl2
MONII.\' FOil NEXT Fall. We can help, Southwest
Scholar•hip Service, P.O. llox 14805, Albuquerque,
New Mcxi<o87191,
3/S
WIIA'I' ARE YOU llOING Saturday Night?
(·om pare Unlhnited, n computerized people matching
service, i> just starting its person to person friendship
lntmductiort mvice here In Albuquerque. This is a
new opportunity to make a real difference in how you
spend your Saturday (or any) evening. Our system is
uouquc. unhk.e any other "Dating Service," and is
completely confltlemlal. For application and FREE
infornoution, write: C:OI>II'ARE UNLIMITED, P.O.
Jlox2S643. Albuquerque, NM 87125,
3/2
CIIEt:RLt:Mn:R/STUNTMAN TRYOUTS! Pick
up UJ1J1l1Cations in Student Activities Center, Room
106, NM Union llullding. Applications due March
12. Clinic starts Match 22. Tryouts April I and2, Call
211-4706 for further information.
3/12
BL'Y OUI! DOGS· books by the bowser bag at UNM
llookstorc!
312
UI,A('K CIIRISTIAN Gt:NTLEMAN seeks a pen
pal: Write Ulysses L. Carter 3233 Mt. Gilead Rd.
S.W. 66£!, Atlanta, Georgia 30311.
3/2
M<'-'1', DAT Rt:\'lf:W free introduction lesson. No
obliga1ion. Come give us a look. Kaplan Edueailonal
Ccnlcr265-2524.
3/2
LINDA MAJELLA COME rain or shine, your smile
3/3
brightens my day. Tommy,
IIASS PLAYER WANTED for progressive rock
band, Originals and some lop 40. 2B6-i36Z.
3/3
CIIINt:SE BUFFET. CIIEAPI All you can cat.
Lunch SJ.OO, Supper $4.50, Sunday .Brunch $3.00.
Jao-Jao's Place, SOOOCentral Ave, SE,
tfn

8QY, IIAPPY B.D. You don't look nor act THAT
old. Amor, Soho.
3/2
JORDACIIE DRESSES: ONLY 29,95; Calvin Klein
jeans, $35.00; fashion joggiQg suits, $19.95; Indian
wrap skirts, $.7,99; Indian cotton tops, $6.99; 100
perceQt silk kurta .tops, $)2.99; Silk scarves, $6.99,
One dollar off auy purchase with this ad at More than
3/8
llags. 101 Cornell SE, across from UNM.

2. Lost & Found
}'OUNil: I' AIR Ot' red knit gloves. Ple?.se illentify
3/2
and claim at Marron Hall Room 131.
MALE CAT FOUND on campus--black with while
paws, underside, inverted white V on face. Yellow
collar. Very nffet!tionate. If owner doesn't want him,
plcn•c call so I can stop advertising. 299·1732, 1·4pm,
• 3/4

3. Services
ROLU;R SKATING LESSONS for beginner, in·
termcdiate, and low level advanced children and
adults. Specializing In free style dance. For more
informatlpn please call Keith 831-4871.
3/2
GliiTAI! LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
renmls. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard. S.E.
265·3315.
tfn
IIOME TYPING·EI)JTING service, Retired English
profe.1sor. Spelling, grammer ~onfidcntiali!y assured.
292·3431.
3/5
3/31
TYPING 111M S~;u:CTRIC 255·3337,
TYPING • FAST • ACCURATE • Reasonable,
Cassette Transcription, 247-2$83,
3/26
TYPING·PROFESSIONAL QUALITY pronto at
Kinko/Pronto: TLC at no. extra charge. We will edit.
KIP, 2312 Centra\ SE, across Cemral from Popejoy
Hall.
tfn
Sll.VER SCARAB PRt:SS Quality offset printing,
typesetting, layout, Editing and typing services
available. Evenings, 242-8047.
3/3
SEWING: MENil, ALTEI! create your clothes, etc.
Reasonable. Call Cloth Bound, 265-7198.
3/3
LANGUAGE TUTORING AND Instructions,
German, French. Spanish. 268·6232.
315
A.· I TYPISTS·TERM papers, resumes299-8970.
3/31
TYPING, 7SU:NTS PAGE, 296·4998.
3126

4. Housing
THE CITADEL-SUPERB h>eation near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. ! bedroom
or efficiency, from $220. All utilitieS paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adull
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494, tfn
FOR .RENT: Efl'ICIENCV apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $185/mo., all Utilities paid, SIOO security
deposit. fully fur!lishcd·security locks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets. Plea.e call before 6:00
In the evening, 266·8392,
tfn
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Furnished NE
Heights House, 294·0111,
3/2
FOR RENT CLEI\N one bedroom apartment $145
per monlli, ypu pay utilities SIOO deposit. Ten
minules. from UNM in the Northwest Valley; Call
242·2437.
312
ROOMMATE WANTt:D. COUPLE preferred.
Private bath, private study. Large yard. $125 single
$187.50 couple.li43·6439 evenings.
3/2
CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS: 215 Yale
Blvd. S.E. at Lead. Studio Apts, near stores and
UNM SIBS per month, Free utilities, Sl30 deposit, 6

month lease. No >hildren, peti, or roommatei, See
manager PI Apt. 1 or call243-6210.evenings or 883·
5940.
3/2
M/F 800MATE WANTED to share 3 bedroom
house ncar Law and Med, .sctioo\s, $150.00 per month
plus 1/2 Utilities. WID fireplace, plano nice yard,
Serious stu den! preferred, 255·435 I after 1:00 p. m,
3/3
PROFE~SIONAL WQMAN W/6 year old son needi
roommate to share nice house, NE University area.
$175.00 per month plus utilities. 262·0775 after 7;00
p, m., Weekends anytime,
3/3
515 TUI,ANE NE li back on the market, a real steal
at $65,000, I also have .others. Call Susan Beard, the
University area specialist at Walker-Hinkle Real.ty
256.3814,268-4551.
3/3
UNFURNISHED APA.RTMENT NEAR UNM·TVI,
$165/mo •. plus electricity. Call ~42·91$8 or 242·781
~[ter4 p.m,
3/4
t'UIINIS.HED/U NFURNISHED APARTMENTS
near UNM/TV!. $165/mo. plus electricity. Call.242·
9158'?''242.7081.
3/S
S!'ACIOUS BEDROOM, 5130. 1600 Ridgecrest SE,
266-2974.
3/5
I·BEilROOM FOR Rli;NT, only $135/rtto, Also I·
bedroom f~rnlshcd $17S/mo. Available NOW! II 3·
blocks freon UNM. Off·street parking. Inquire 266·
6872 (<lays), 292-SSI 5 (nights).
3/S
ONE IIEIJROOM llUPLEX Apartment, heat paid,
pets okny. Ncar Presbyterian Hosp, 247-8647, $195.
3/2
~·oR .RENT: ~;FFICIENC\' Apartment, $)20; I
bedroom, $150, Swimming Ppol, beautiful view of
golf course. Close lO UNM and TV!. 1313 Wellesley
S.E. 256·7748.
3/31
IIAI.F BI.OCK UNM deluxe one bedroom twin or
double $235 includes utilities. Varsity House, 141
Columbia, 268-0525,
4/5
ATTRACTIVE ~:FFICIENCY, $195/mo. near
UNM, HCMC; utilitie~ paid. Q.uiet neighborl)ood, no
children/pets, 255-3265.
3!8
WANTEil; CHRISTIAN WoMt:N to share NE
Heights home with same, non-smoker, $150/mo. Call
Chris, 298·6466.
3/8

1980 TOYOTA TERCEJ, .A/C, extended 5yr
Warranty, excellent, 277·2920, 848·5580.
3/8

7, Travel

6. Employment
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WOMEN ATIUETES; TRY soccer! City teams want
Players, 265-1470, keep trying.
3/9

9. Las N oticias
TilE STUilt:NTS v.;TERANS association will hold
their monthly meeting for the month of March on 3·
2·82 a! 7:00 pm In the Child Care Co-op, Me~a VIsta
Hall.
312
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The Universe is a •
LAUGHING MATTER •
e
e

How about a ehauge
for Luueh'l'l
Scrl•iu~

l2:00-l2:50
e'"cr~"

\\' cd uc!flidu ,_.

cutly 81.00 i"or a 1101~ •••cal
dc-,.·oti411nllll !llibuly

t•h•~a~lutt•t

All stttdeuts welcome
New meun eaeh Wednesthay
At the
llaptist. Student Union

40l. Uuiversitv NE
.
243-5401.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Colloquia • All Students Welcome

Evolution vs. Creation
Father Tony Romero
2:00 p.m. Thursday, March 4
Humanities· 235
sponsored by:
UNM PRESIDENTIAf... SCHOLARS CLUB

Cov-ered

...,.ago.n
Makers of Handmade
lndial'\' Jewelry

OLDTOWN

Daily Lobo Editor
Selection Dates Set
The UNM Student Publications lJoard· ~s now ~eek;
ing applicants for 1982·83 Dail.v Lobo ·~diter.
• Applications are now available in the Student
Publication Business Office, Marron Ha.ll, Room 131.
Applications must be returned by 12 noon. Wednesday, March 31 to the Student Publirations
Business Office, Marron Hall, Room 13L
e The UNM Student Publications Board wi U meet to
interview the candidates noon Saturday, April 3,
place to be announced.
• The 1982-83 Editor will be. selected Friday, April
9, time and place to be announced.
• The new Editor and staff will assume their positions Monday, April 19, 1982 with 12 issues of
publication remaining this semester.
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8. Miscellaneous

TENNIS COORDINATOR PAI!T·TIMf:, To teach
beginner, intermediates, some mornings and early
evenings, Contact YMCA 292·Z298.
3/;!
PART·Til\U~ JOII afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old, Apply in person, no phone calls plea<e,
Saveway Liquor Stores at S704 Lomas NE, 5516
Mcnaul NE.
3/.12 •
SUMMER CAMP COUNSEl.OR .Recruilntenl DaY
will be held March 3, 10a.m .•2p.m., in the West
Lobby Johnson Gym, Come talk to camp
representatives.
313
A free talk & video on .the teaching of the
WANTED; STUm:NTSTO help with workshop by
Master - Da .free Jo~n
playing role or "trauma victim," March 18 and !9, •
884·0503 tor Into.
3/3
6.00/hr. ContactJ. Dax, 843·2222, 1·4 p.m.

1 slice of
Cheese Pizza & large soft drink

1.04
with coupon 3-1 thru 3-7

CQICAGO/OHIO BOUND, Spring break, nee\!
rld~rs, call277·4379, 277·2979.
3/3
BI\DLV NEED TRANSPORTATION to Denver and
back for spring break. Will share expenses, Call Tom,
299·2401.
UJ
SPRING BREAJ{ RAFf trip! Getsomes~n &nd have
some run. March 15·20, Big Bend National Park. All
food , transportation and equipment from
Albuquerque $27~.00. Call Bob 343·40~2 or 88~·14~9
for furthednformation,
3/2

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW being taken for
positions at the Glr!. Scout Summer Camp in the
Jemez Mol!ntains, Needed are; nurse, riding staff,
counselors, handyman and kitchen aides, Call 2439581 for more information.
3/12
EARN 520·530 RAISING funds for ACORN this
Samrday. Call247·9792 from9:00.3;00,
US
WANTED; USPA JUMPMA!!TERS, lnslrUctori,
Riggers, and jump pilots, Call 877·401(i and \eave
your name, number and qualifi<:atlon,
3/4
ROCK BAND . NEEDS Experienced Bassist. and
drummer 6'J's 70's Cllrrcnt J<;lm • 277·2417 before 5:00
265·.1061 or.Jack243·0105.
3/2
MARRIED COUPLE WITHOUT children lo
manage 2.2 unit apartment complex near university,
Apartment plu~ salary. Apply at 1116 Pennsylvania
NE, Albuqerquc, 87110,
3/3
WORK·!!TUDY FINANCIAL analyst, ask for
~/4
Darlene at 277·3622.
WOIIK·STUDY TYPIST needed, ask for Carolyn at

5. ForSale
WE BOT lliSTRIDUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames: Greenwich Village (lennon styles), gold,
rimless, $5.4.50 regular $65.00. Pay )..ess Opticians,
5007 MenualN.E. aerossfrom LaBcllcs,
tfn
MOTORCYCI.E MOTO.GUZZI 1978 IOOOSP, 6900
miles, Excellent condition. Call M·F days 277-3520 or
evenings and weekends 294·5631.
3/2
KIMBALl, SWINGER DllLUXE JOO fun machine,
excellent condition298-4981.
2/25
MII,Lt;R SPRAY PAINT Outfit. Compressor and
Airbru~h. S75. 268-0321
3/4
1981 KAWASAKI CSR 650 No miles, brand new.
M(lrnings, evenings and weekends, 256-1823,
3/5
IZ VOLT BATTERY. Fully charged, J.C, Penny, no
maintenance, $20, 821-3291.
3/5
TURNTABLE. EXCEI.1.ENT CONDITION,
Walnut base, dust cover, fully automatic. $50. 821·
3291.
3/5
I.F,VI'S LEVI'S $11.50. Sasson Designer's, $19.99;
Foxy-Lady dresses, 15.99; spring blouses, 54.99;
overalls, $13.99 and many more at equally low prices
at California Fashion Out lei, 2324 Cent raiSE, corner
Central/Cornell. 266·6872.
3/S
PENTAX 35mm MANUEL camera. $50. Telefoto
lens, $45, 298·9888,
312
68 GAS MISER. 35mgp, Renault R·IO. Looks good,
runs great! New brakes and generator. $800 or offer.
294-3059, 345·1780.
3/8
1981 SUZUKI 400GN Bellisslmal 51200. 266-7007,
persist.
3/8

TYPIST, CLI>:RIC,o\L I'QSITION. ParHime, af·
teropons, - Monday-Friday. Good handwriting
3/3
req\lired. rive minutes from UNM. 256-J 121.

ACROSS
1 Lyre
5 Pack away
9 Bill and12 Winglike
13 Ripped
14 Crone
15 Globe
17 Tellurium
symbol
18 Devoured
19 Rind
21 Out of date
23 Belted
27 Pronoun
28 At that place
30 Seed
31 Bitter vetch
34 Diphthong
35 Resilient
38 Man's nickname
39 Wager
41 Petition
42 Water wheel
44 Printer~s
measure
46 Intertwining
48 Singing voice
51 Pintail dock
52 Concealed
53 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
55 Come
·59 ElCISt
60 Hart
62 Flower
63 Man's nick-.
name
64Comfort
65 Pieces out
DOWN

1 Possesses

2 High mountalfl

3 cheer

4 Make ready
5 Precipitous
6 Preposition
7 Worthless
leaving
8Cry
9 Modest
10 Grain: Pl.
11 S-shaped
molding
16 Repulses
20 Abates
22 Three-toed
sloth
23 Pierce
24 Old pronoun
25 Scale note
~6 Speck
30 Season
32Shower
33 Waste metal
36 Diving bird
37 Clique
40 Cared for

Answer to Monday's Puzzle

43
45
47
48
49

State: Abbr. , 50 Flower
Negative
54 Greek letter
Likeness
56 Irritate
Pronoun
57 Contend
European
58 Worm
61 While
land

